National coats of arms and crests of different kinds are always
interesting objects for study in a science context. In ancient times,
national or imperial coats of arms were always symbolically
connected to science.
Sumer Anu, the father of heaven and all gods had his own sign
and emblem. After the global flood (Lamech’s time) Anu’s sign
and emblem became known.
The emblem is symbolically connected to science. Further information at the link “Dark matter and its existence”, pp 13-15,
Science.
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Anu’s sign and emblem. His tiara symbolically consisted of four worlds, each one at its level of frequency.
They were placed inside each other with the tiara as the foundation. At the centre is his sign and to the right
of the sign is our galaxy as dark matter, a simple model. Anu is still the father of gods and heaven.
Have a closer look at the link ”Dark Matter and its existence”, pp 13-15 – Science – and
you will learn more.

After the global flood Sumer’s breakdown was a fact. The science of Sumer was carried onwards by small gods and goddesses
such as Enki, Marduk, Tiamat/Inanna/Ishtar and Gilgamesh. They were all armed with knowledge. This started an almost
eternal battle, war and misery about world power, world power which was to be captured by using high-level knowledge and
war. Note that also at this link all interpretations are made according to my knowledge and accessible

material.

Further information at the links below Industry: The Pyramid of Cheops and its Secrets, The
Egyptian Crowns and their Secrets and Dynasty 0 of Ancient Egypt.
Babylon. Babylon as a great power started to spread in Mesopotamia parallel to the
development in Egypt. The most powerful king was Hammurabi, 1792-1750 B.C. His
imperial coat of arms (the royal crown) was interesting and impressive in the context of
astronomy science. The foremost god of Babylon was Nebo, a Marduk reincarnation.

Nebo

Nebo
The Hammurabi crown actually reminds me of the tiara of the Sumerian godfather Anu. The
crown is a symbol of four worlds (of ordinary matter), situated inside each other, each one at
its designated level of frequency. The spiral made up the unity of the crown. The crown
symbolized science around astronomy/cosmology.

Egypt’s star started to fall after dynasty 4 and the ancient Babylonians had plans to continue the proud
scientific period of Egypt. Babylon’s crown, the imperial coat of arms, was shaped like a spiral. This
reminds of the spiral which was attached to the side of the red crown in Lower Egypt. No doubt about the
fact that the crown of Hammurabi/Babylon was the next important coat of arms after that of Egypt.
Further information at the link ”Dark Matter and Its Existence” – Science

Assyria. Another realm which became a world power paralleling Egypt was Assyria. The
Assyrian crowns were also specially designed. This was important in astronomy, thus a
symbol of science. Astronomy was especially important in Assyria, e.g. when it concerned
different worlds in our galaxy/the Milky Way, similar to what is depicted on the
Hammurabi/Babylonian imperial coat of arms. Material/documents from Assyria reveal that
(certain) kings were in contact with extra-terrestrials, in those days called angels. The angels’
symbols were wings which in turn symbolized a flying object, a spaceship.

The crown is a symbol of four worlds
(of ordinary koino matter), each at its
own level of frequency. They are
placed inside each other and the four
stripes formed the unity of the crown.
The crown was a symbol of astronomy
science.

Tiglath-Pileser III, 744-727 B.C.

Sargon I, 1920-1881 B.C.

A space
vehicle

A similar
crown

Sargon II, 721-705 f.v.t.

Sennacherib, 704-681 B.C.

A binary star system

Samsi-Adad, 1813-1781 B.C

Adad-nirari, 1295-1264 B.C.
An illustration of King Adad-nirari and his science. An
eight-pointed star (AN/Nemesis and the Sun form a binary
star system). Seen from the solar system of the neutron star
AN/Nemesis, the Sun seems to be a crescent. The planet
Nibiru (the Earth’s sister planet) is marked as the innermost
planet in the solar system. This is real, modern astronomy,
which we miss today.

A binary star system
with V, a Victoria sign.

King Samsi-Adad and astronomy. A binary star system which consists of an
eight-pointed star (AN/Nemesis) and the
Sun as a crescent illustrate this message.
To conquer the Sun and to travel in the
binary star system were important progress in their science.

Ashurnasirpal I, 1049-1031 B.C. A friendly and important meeting between two kings. Above them is a hovering space vehicle in which we
find their god Assur (symbolic).

Neutron star
and its
pentagonal orbit
round the Sun,
around 3,661
years.

Ashurnasirpal II, 883-859 B.C. Around one thousand years have passed since the reign of King SamsiAdad, but their scientific program was intact. They still knew about the binary star system. King
Ashurnasirpal II points to the eight-pointed star, being a symbol of his god. From the solar system of
Nemesis, the Sun looks like the moon crescent during certain periods. We can clearly see this in the
picture. A snake shaped as the letter V, Victoria, is placed between the neutron star and the Sun, which can
also symbolize a pentagonal orbit.
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Shalmaneser III, 858-824, King of Assyria and Jehu, 842-815, King of Israel, in a meeting where the latter surrendered to the
Assyrian king. The most important issue of the meeting was to prove the existence of their respective gods using knowledge.
Jehu, the King of Israel holds a six-pointed star in his hand as a symbol of his god, linked to the Giza plateau. The six-pointed
star was in fact of the Kingdom of Judah. Shalmaneser III, on the other hand, has a crescent moon in his hand, then
symbolizing the Sun, since the Sun is seen as a crescent from the solar system of the neutron star. A spaceship hovers between
the kings. The spaceship reveals it can service the seven vibrational worlds in dark matter in our galaxy. Further information at
the link “Dark Matter and its Existence”. In the Bible, they are called “Seven Heavens”.

Sargon II’s palace, 721-705 B.C.

Sargon II and the pyramid. Here we can see a
pyramid rising towards
heaven. The pyramid
looks like Djoser’s step
pyramid. The question is:
what was the purpose
behind the pyramid?

The God of Assyria.
The bull god Gilgamesh appeared in the Assyrian kingdom with the name Assur and became
its primary god.

The Assyrians were also interested in
the binary star system. In the picture
we see the eight-pointed neutron star
and its solar system of seven planets.

This is a spaceship which
serviced the Sun and the
neutron star.
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A spaceship in which the kings
travelled in space.

An Assyrian, winged king who
had access to a spaceship.

Symbol/emblem of a spaceship.
A spaceship in which the kings
travelled in space.

sun disc

An Assyrian, winged king who
had access to a spaceship.

Kings with more than two stripes on the crown were allowed to travel in space.

Winged bull king

Winged bull king

The crown is a symbol of three
worlds (of anti matter), each one at
its level of frequency and placed
inside each other. The three stripes
constitute the unity of the crown.
The crown was a symbol of
astronomy science.

A bull with a human face
Winged bull king

Winged bull king

Israel and its Coat of Arms
The Menorah
The oldest coat of arms

Arch angel Michael
7

Arch angel Gabriel
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In the Bible these seven worlds are called seven heavens.
Moses, for example, knew about these when he received the
message about the Menorah on Mount Sinai.

Titus’s triumphal arch in Rome, 70 A.D. The Romans knew exactly what to steal.

The seven-branched candelabrium is a
symbol of seven worlds, three of the
seven worlds consist of antimatter,
each at its level of frequency, placed
inside each other.

The seven-branched candelabrium is a
symbol of seven worlds, four of the
seven worlds consist of ordinary koino
matter aech at its level of frequency,
placed inside each other.

The seven vibrational worlds
The seven heavens in our
galaxy, the Milky Way.

7
In the model we can clearly see that world/branch 1
and 2 are in the same position but at different levels
of vibration. The same is true for world/branch 3
and 4 and 5 and 6. World/branch 7 is an axis that
runs together with the axis of the galaxy, the
galaxy’s centre.

The seven-branched candelabrium is thus a
symbol of the seven different lights from different
worlds, the seven connected worlds constitute
dark matter. In the model we can also discern
knowledge of the neutron star.
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The neutron star Nemesis
and its solar system
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The neutron star Nemesis
and its solar system

Israel or the ruling God has not created a universe, on the other hand he has built a simple model of our galaxy, the Milky
Way. I also built a similar, simple model of our galaxy. One model is around 3,348 years old, the other one only a year. If we
compare these two models and connect them as I do above, we see how a full galaxy is constructed. In Exodus 25:40 there
are instructions on how to build the seven-branched candelabrium and we can read: ”and they must be made according to the
pattern I showed you on the mountain”. Moses saw a model or pictures of the seven-branched candelabrium and it was
important the model was correctly built according to instructions on the mountain. A correct model mirrors the galaxy and
proves the fact that the ruling God possesses knowledge about the galaxy and universe.
According to Moses’ records God landed in his spaceship on mount Sinai a number of times e.g. Exodus 19:16-20 and
20:18-23. Ezekiel describes God and his spaceship in the same way.

The Vatican and its coat of arms

Innocentinus VII,
1404-1406

Keys to Heaven

The Pope’s personal coat of
arms and the 6-pointed star in
the shape of the comet
Nemesis and the End of Time.

Leo XIII, 1878-1903

The tiara is a symbol of three
worlds (of antimatter), each at its
level of frequency, placed inside
each other. The three crowns
constitute the unity of the crown.
The tiara is a symbol of
astronomy/cosmology science. The
keys are symbols of knowledge.
The Pope’s personal coat of
arms and the 6-pointed star in
the shape of the comet
Nemesis and the End of Time.

The 2000-year-old message
from the Vatican about the
existence of Heaven is thus
correct.

The neutron star/sun Nemesis
and its solar system.
Underworld
Heaven

Astronomy science taken over
by the Vatican.

Binary star system

The Sun and its solar system.
Heaven
Underworld

Midnight mass from the Vatican in 2008 and the giant comet.

When time has come, everybody on this planet
will be able to see this comet with the naked eye,
”the abomination of devastation” which was
mentioned by Daniel in his time. It will ravage
the solar system for about 40 years causing
natural disasters. The latest visit was in Moses’
days when he wandered with Israelians around
Mount Sinai for 40 years. The global climate
change is to 80% caused by cosmic radiation and
the comet
is called Alfa and
Omega.

The return of the neutron star
Nemesis as a gigantic comet is fast
approaching. According to the Maya
calendar and other sources the comet
will reach the borders of the solar
system on 21 December, 2012. The
comet has been found and is
constantly watched over. Also
Nostradamus writes about this giant
comet and the binary star system.

Midnight mass from the Vatican in 2008
The star of
Bethlehem was a
symbolic reminder
of the reincarnation
of King David, a sixpointed star which
was a symbol of
King David. Also
astrology was well
known in those days.

Midnight mass from the Vatican in 2008

Midnight mass from the Vatican in 2008 and the giant comet ”Alfa and Omega”, as depicted above.
Further information at the link ”Dark Matter and its Existence”.

Hungary and its Coat of Arms

The holy crown of Stephen is the
most secretive crown on Earth.
Further information at the link
“The Patron Saint of Architects”,
pp 12-15.

The Blood Covenant. The Huns
and the seven tribes. Blood
covenant between the seven
tribes . Each tribe represented
one of the seven worlds.

Attila

Árpád

The Blood Covenant. The Hungarians and the seven tribes. Blood
covenant between the seven
tribes. Each tribe represented one
of the seven worlds.

Man’s Own World

The ultimate goal
without politics and religion

X
The Vatican knows the truth
of the origins of Christians,
but preaches exactly the
opposite because of business.

Returning to Earth.

X

How many people
from Israel will finally
end up in Man’s
World?

X

How many people from
Hungary will finally end up
in Man’s World?
How many people from Earth
will finally end up in Man’s
World?

Do not forget that Man is the Crown of Creation. A human world is being created inside
the galaxy. A world free from animals, religion, politics, war, murder, lies, money/economy
and madness, a world totally unknown on this planet. From the seven vibrational worlds
people gather to build this new world. Innumerable human beings are there already, many are
on their way. But nobody knows how many people from Earth will end up there because those
who are already there, or on their way, will never again return.
Entry qualifications: Being Man, vegetarian, have knowledge about nature, neither murderer
or liar, neither rich nor wealthy, free from drugs and alcohol, living a simple and honest life.
Then you are at the same level of frequency as the gate and are allowed to pass through.
Further information at the link ”Dark Matter and its Existence” page 9.

Man – Ape - Animal

Short about the Origins of Man
Origin: God or Darwin? Neither God nor Darwin. Man has nothing to do with either God’s
creation or with Darwin’s theory of evolution. Nobody knows who created the first human
being, we will probably never know. There are massive amounts of gigantic worlds where
human beings exist and live, human beings just like us. The same conditions are also valid in
micro worlds. Man is Nature’s own product.

According to Darwin’s theory of evolution
Man, ape and animals have a common
ancestor. But in theory and reality there is no
evidence proving how Man with blood group 0
came to be. Darwin’s theory is biological
utopia. An animal can never produce a human.

But if we turn Darwin’s theory round and place
Man as a common ancestor we get another image
and come closer to reality. If we expand that theory
we find that Man can produce an animal in the
following manner. See the process below.

Different animal species are of
different levels of frequency. I
have tried to mark this by using
different colours.

Man, blood 0,
reincarnation takes place
via primogeniture from
a male, receives father’s
blood group.

Man, blood group A, B and AB
reincarnation takes place via a
female, receives most often
mother’s blood group.

Man is a product of Nature. Man exists at a certain level of frequency symbolized by blood group 0, a wine-coloured
circle. This is called the human level of frequency/vibration. As long as she does not break any laws of Nature she has
eternal life. However, if she breaks the natural laws, she loses her human self, her blood, her blood group 0 for ever. It
will change into another level of frequency. The reasons can for example be that she uses various animal species for food
(e.g. pork, swine products), that she abuses alcohol and other drugs or is a murderer, a fraud, a liar. In other words: she
breaks the laws of Nature.

When time has come she departs due to, for example, illness. At the moment of death she no longer exists at the human level of
frequency. It changes into an animal level, for example to the yellow ring, the level which symbolically depicts the frequency level
of the pig/swine. Thus, at the moment of death she is deeply asleep and meanwhile the frequency level is conclusively changed, in
this case into that of a pig, symbolized by a yellow ring. When she wakes up again, she wakes up as a little piglet in the animal
kingdom without knowing what to expect. The same goes for other domestic animals which are basic food for human beings. All
animals of today were once people and people’s forefathers who are today eaten by descendants. To a certain extent we can thank
science for this. Exactly as we can read it in the Bible: The Lie has prevailed and the Earth and its people perish. This is what we
call degeneration, similar to a cancer disease. Pay close attention to transmigration in Hinduism. My motto is: “Knowledge is Life
and Life is Knowledge.” (Each reincarnation yields a worse result than in a previous life. This is valid for the majority of the
world’s population. This is the biggest problem. Besides murder, robbery, lies, injustice, fraud, all major crimes, the consumption
of red meat is the most dangerous activity a human being can engage in. Lack of knowledge can create enormous problems for
each individual. As long as we are human beings, reincarnation knows no limits. If we are not human beings any more,
reincarnation into a human being is limited. – Above I symbolically describe the last stage when a human being loses his/her
humanity. To transform from a human being into an animal takes its time, many reincarnations are required for the transformation
process.)

What is an ape? Actually, an ape is a DNA-creation which failed. Also in
earlier days there were plenty of researchers, professors and experts who
tried to copy and fool Nature and create an even better human being than
Nature’s own. The result was an ape. Today there are several species of
ape. The ape has landed between Man and Animal. Thus it is neither a
human being nor an animal.
Life

Blood 0

Besides the inner parts of the galaxy where a new
human world is being created, there are two more
gigantic places inside and outside the galaxy which
attract creatures from all seven worlds. In this case
there is a dependency on a higher power which
decides who will be allowed to take part…

In my latest book I describe in more
detail the world which is about to be
created inside the galaxy: the gate and
some evidence of its existence. I also
briefly describe the two gigantic places
inside and outside the galaxy.

Death

Blood A, B, AB

There is no third alternative
besides life and death. We
cannot fool or bribe Nature,
we cannot buy Life. There is
a saying: Better late than
never. Maybe now is the
time to start adjusting to the
laws and rules of nature and
start living according to
them. Simultaneously we all
have our freedom and each
individual has a right to
make decisions about his/her
own life and destiny.
There are people across the
globe living close to nature,
a simple life, a long, healthy
life and this is of course a
plus. In other words:
Knowledge is Life and Life
is Knowledge.

All over the world there is a so-called “vegetarian
revolution.” going on at full speed to improve public
health. This is human counter-reaction in the sick
world we live in. An excellent braking power.

